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In the decade following the end of World War II, the world was transfixed as movements of national liberation hastened the dismantling of British and French rule in the Middle East, Indochina, North Africa and South Asia. At the same time, but with much less fanfare, a sideshow in colonial deconstruction was being played out in the five establishments of French India. Although these were small, relatively insignificant “pockets” within the massive Indian subcontinent, the global Zeitgeist of Third World national sovereignty and India’s self-image of nonaligned leader meant that even the relatively sleepy backwaters of French India could not escape the pressures and symbolism of decolonization.

In envisioning the ultimate transfer of French India to the Indian Union, Prime Minister Nehru expressed the wish that Pondicherry become an “open window” on French culture and civilization in India. Both French and Indian diplomats have often invoked this phrase to emphasize the origins and depth of ongoing French and Indian relations in the five former French establishments of Chandernagore, Karaikal, Mahe, Pondicherry, and Yanam. One of the institutions purposely established to foster this harmonious relationship between post-colonial France and sovereign India is the French Institute of Pondicherry.

Thirty-five years after the de jure cession of Pondicherry, Karaikal, Mahe and Yanam to India in 1962 (Chandernagore officially joined India ten years earlier), the Institut Français de Pondichéry has become the paradoxical publisher of Professor Ajit K. Neogy’s exhaustive account of the seven years leading up to the prior de facto transfer of 1954. I say “paradoxical” because the Institute, originally conceived as a face-saving symbol for the departing French, has given Neogy (professor of history at Visva-Bharati University in West Bengal) the uncensored opportunity to chronicle and document the rather embarrassing details of France’s doomed and protracted attempts to retain her foothold in India following India’s general independence in 1947. However antithetical the conclusions to the aims of its conceptual architects, it is to the immense credit of the French Institute’s current directors that they have permitted an Indian scholar to publish a book which is so critical of the erstwhile French Indian administration. Publication by the French Institute of Pondicherry of Decolonization of French India is a stellar example of academic freedom in the French world.

By the same token, Professor Neogy might have made some greater effort, at least for the benefit of the non-Indian and non-specialist readership, to convey the French position during the period under consideration. He gives short shrift to the argument, rooted in two and a half centuries of cultural diffusion and progressive enfranchisement, that France had indeed made a substantial mark in these few “pockets” of the Indian subcontinent and that substantial numbers of French Indians might actually have voted for continued French sovereignty had they been given the opportunity. (The fact that thousands of Pondicherrians subsequently did opt for French citizenship, and treaty loopholes encouraged many more to acquire it even later, is relevant in this context.) Nor does he reflect much sympathy for the French constitutional conundrum which prohibi-
ted the transfer of national territory in the absence of an unequivocal consultation of the persons so affected.

From an Indian nationalist perspective, continued French administration was unacceptable in any manner, shape or form; those opposed to merger with India could only have been principle-less lackeys, paid hooligans, or opportunistic politicians. Professor Neogy embraces this paradigm from the outset and never examines the possibility that French colonial assimilation might have given rise, for better or for worse, to any genuinely francophile Indians. As a result, the reader gets little sense of how French rule in India differed from British (much less Portuguese) colonialism and why French Indian decolonization was as contentious as it was.

French India was no paragon of democracy, as Professor Neogy convincingly demonstrates. Anti-mergerites, apparently with official support, did on occasion use violence against those pressing for merger. But Pondicherry was no Dien-Bien-Phu or Algiers, either, which is why descriptions of colonial repression (e.g., « storm troopers »; « terrorism »; « fascist administration »; « lynching policy »; « systematic policy of persecution, terrorization and physical liquidation ») verge on hyperbole. Pro-mergerites, who were themselves hardly Gandhian in their political tactics, do not come under the same moral opprobrium or psychological scrutiny as do their political adversaries.

Professor Neogy is at his best in documenting France’s efforts to resist, forestall, and circumvent the transfer of French Indian territories through seven long years of diplomatic maneuvers. He succeeds in contextualizing the events in Pondicherry in light of other, ongoing colonial dilemmas and changes in French foreign policy. Divergences between the French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Overseas Ministry are also discussed. Professor Neogy has painstakingly mined archival sources, particularly those of the Overseas Archives in Aix-en-Provence, and rewards even the most astute specialist of this period with a wealth of historical nuggets. Jacques Weber, the eminent historian of nineteenth century French India (and chair of the history department at the University of Nantes) gives his own imprimatur in a bilingual Foreword.

Given Professor Neogy’s penchant for non-descriptive, first-use references to personalities who are not generally known outside of India, it would appear that his target audience is other Indian scholars and Indologists. Yet anyone wishing to learn more about the often agonizing and tortured process of negotiated decolonization, particularly as it relates to France and India, would do well to consult this impressively researched volume.
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